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In Roman times Malta was linked to Africa in various ways. The island lay on routes from Sicily to Libya, that is to Tripolitania and Cyrenaica, but it was too far to the east of the axis between Sicily and Carthage to have a major strategic importance. In fact Malta came into the Punic sphere only when Carthage became interested in Libya, and the Romans, like the Tunisian Muslims centuries later, were remarkably slow to conquer the island. Even after the Roman conquest, many of Malta’s contacts were with the Punic world of Carthage which lay to the west, and following 870 Malta was again dominated from Tunisia, whose Aghlabid rulers had conquered the island; possibly there were Tunisian influences not only in speech and religion but also in matters such as water supplies and housing. Even before the Muslim conquest of 870 there may have been contacts with Tunisia. The Byzantine general Belisarius touched or passed by Malta on his way from Kaukana in Southern Sicily to Carthage in 553. During the fifth century Malta was probably incorporated into the African Church which apparently held properties on Malta as late as 592. A passage in Procopius suggests that a number of Africans may
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have fled to Malta in 544 as a result of Berber devastations at Susa; Procopius said that some "Libyans", who clearly came from Tunisia, "fled to Sicily and the other islands," but he did not actually mention Malta nor did he say whether the exile was permanent.\(^6\) Subsequently, during the centuries before 870, Malta was certainly in Byzantine hands but its history in that period is very scantily documented. A traditional response to this difficulty has been to transfer to Malta various presumptions concerning the situation in Sicily, while there has also been a tendency to invoke Oriental or North African immigrations and influences in order to explain certain liturgical and linguistic features found, centuries later, on Malta.\(^7\)

Given the scarcity of information about Malta, deductions from Libyan parallels must be very largely hypothetical. The only known major Maltese monument of the period is the basilica church excavated at Tas-Silg and said to be datable only to the late-fourth or early-fifth century. Given the disturbances in the stratifications and pending the problematical publication of a final excavation report, it appears that this date turns on the rectangular baptistry basin built in the prehistoric temple outside the basilica church and on the altar of a type with a single leg or support. Other evidence of continued building activities - the presbytery or schola cantorum, the columns with crosses and the sixth-century tarsia work which was very probably imported – are all considered to point to a later period of splendour and perhaps to a fifth century or, more probably, a sixth or seventh century monastery, but they cannot provide an earlier date, especially in view of the fact that the plan of the basilica church was conditioned by that of the ancient temple into which it was built.\(^8\) There is no apparent reason why the baptismal font should be assigned with any confidence to the late-fourth century.\(^9\) Square basins cannot be dated so early in Sicily.\(^10\) In Cyrenaica basilica churches have seldom been
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dated by excavation and almost none is datable before ca. 400. In Tripolitania there is one possible exception at Sabratha where the so-called Church III is dated, though only by the style of its mosaic, as probably being of the last quarter of the fourth century. To the south of this church is a room which formed part of an undated but earlier building and which contained a simple square baptismal basin set in a mosaic similar to and probably of the same date as that in the main church; this basin may be reasonably assigned to the same period presumed as the church. It seems furthermore that there is no evidence for single-leg altars before the fifth century. The Tas-Silg plan with its presbytery is common in Libya and could date to the fifth century. At Siracusa and elsewhere in Sicily the transformation of pagan temples into churches such as occurred at Tas-Silg is not normally dated before the sixth century. The Tas-Silg basilica church appears most likely therefore to date to the sixth or possibly to the late-fifth century.

There is no positive evidence for any contacts between Libya and Byzantine Malta, though both to some extent shared arid and rocky conditions which might have encouraged comparable developments in rural housing. In late-Roman Libya there were extensive regions of frontier settlement with many small farm buildings and large central storehouses or estate centres known by the term gasr; the typical gasr was stone-built and defensible, but it was primarily agricultural rather than defensive in purpose. The Maltese islands were not part of a continental limes or frontier settlement zone and apparently had


no large farmhouses similar to the gasr. The round tower at Ta’ Gawhar was apparently being used as a farmstead when it was destroyed towards the end of the third century AD.17 There were a number of these round towers on Malta which were probably built in the third century BC and may well have been used again for defensive purposes in the third century AD.18 They could have formed part of a warning system built on high inland sites and designed to send signals around the Maltese islands;19 there were small round towers in Southern Tunisia which were normally placed on high ground, probably as signal stations.20 In Malta and Gozo many ordinary people outside the main towns may have lived in caves21 or in rural houses of the non-military Byzantine type such as those excavated at Kaukana on the south coast of Sicily facing Malta.22

One general characteristic of the period may have been a slow but
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progressive warming up and drying up of the environment continuing at least to about 1000 AD. There is some evidence in North Africa and elsewhere for drought and the disappearance of the widespread olive culture.\textsuperscript{23} Such a process may in part account for the ruination of the very considerable and archaeologically well-attested olive production on Malta,\textsuperscript{24} though that subject really awaits a final elaboration of the finds from the "villa" at San Pawl Milqi as well as further excavations. In coastal Cyrenaica there is evidence also for major disasters including earthquakes, "barbarian" invasions and a catastrophic drought which is documented especially between 591 and 640 and which provoked an exodus of the comparatively dense Cyrenaican populace.\textsuperscript{25} This flight occurred just before the earliest Arab incursions into Cyrenaica in 642 and 645. Some part of the Christian population remained on the coast at Barqa, which later served as bridgehead for a Byzantine attempt to hold the country against the Arabs with forces sent from Sicily in 688/9. The destruction of many Christian churches apparently came around 720, though Coptic and other Christians seem to have survived for many centuries;\textsuperscript{26} at some uncertain date there was a systematic destruction of Christian churches in Cyrenaica,\textsuperscript{27} as apparently there was after 870 in Malta as well.\textsuperscript{28} Emigrations from Cyrenaica could have provided Malta with Oriental immigrants,\textsuperscript{29} while the reoccupation of Barqa might suggest that Malta, which lay on the sea-route from Sicily to Libya, may have had some special strategic value in the seventh century.\textsuperscript{30}
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islands were firmly in Byzantine hands down to 870; immigrations and influences from Libya are possible, but they lack firm documentation and will probably continue to do so until scientific excavation and a further study of pottery are able to provide information which is more than that at present available.